
China supports African states withdrawal from the ICC 

Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesman, Lu Kang, says China respects the decision made by South Africa, 

Burundi and Gambia to notify the United Nations secretary-general of their withdrawal from the International 

Criminal Court (ICC), according to Global Times (China). The three African states have decided to leave amid 

accusations that the ICC is biased towards African governments. While China supports the international court, 

it also emphasised long standing concerns of African states that the “ICC must respect the sovereignty 

of separate states and other principles of the international law,” reports Sputnik (Russia). 

Investors target Nigeria’s ICT Sector  

Nigeria’s automobile manufacturer, Innoson Group is partnering with a group of Chinese investors to invest 

US$ 1 billion in Nigeria’s information and communication technology (ICT) and multi media sector, according to 

Ventures Africa (Nigeria). The partnership, which involves the Shandong Broadcasting Group and Inspur 

Group Co Ltd China, will launch a Satellite Digital TV operation and other services. This Day (Nigeria) reports, 

the investment will help Nigeria in meeting its 2017 deadline for a digital switch over, establish production and 

manufacturing lines for making broadcast digital Set-Top-Boxes and create thousands of job within the next 

two years.  

Uganda cultivating Chinese hybrid rice 

Under a tripartite agreement between China, Uganda and the United Nation’s (UN) Food and Agricultural 

Organization to better promote farming practices, many farmers in Uganda are shifting from growing local rice 

to Chinese hybrid rice. According to All Africa (South Africa), trials over the last three years revealed the hybrid 

rice is three-to-four fold better that the local breed. Currently, Uganda is producing less than half to meet the 

country’s demand of 250,000 metric tonnes of rice. The government hopes to use the hybrid rice market as an 

opportunity to boost incomes and production to over 400,000 metric tonnes by 2018, reports People’s Daily 

(China).   

Cape Town to introduce electric buses 

As part of Cape Town’s Energy 2040 strategy to reduce carbon emissions, the city will be the first municipality 

to introduce electric buses in Africa. Cape Town Mayor, Patricia de Lille, announced that the Chinese electric 

car and rechargeable battery manufacturer, Build Your Dreams Motors (BYD) has been awarded a tender of 

over US$ 9 million to start supplying battery operated buses to the MyCiti metro service for 2017, reports 

htxt.Africa (South Africa). The initiative for an electric bus fleet is part of South Africa’s commitments to the 

Kyoto Protocol that will earn the city carbon credits, according to ESI Africa (South Africa).  

China’s Communist Party gathers for the Sixth Plenum 

Hundreds of the highest ranking members of China’s Communist Party have met in Beijing to discuss China’s 

domestic political landscape. China’s Plenums provide an important platform to discuss future ambitions for the 

party congress and political rules to govern the country, according to The Economist (US). The Plenums have 

devised major policies such as China’s market reform in 1978 and abolished the ‘One Child Policy’ last year. 

This year the agenda calls on stricter regulation and discipline of the Communist Party in order to improve 

processes of local governance, which will help establish a more positive image of China abroad, reports Asia 

Times (China).   
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